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Motivation

Basic-level category

Fine-grained

Fine-grained Image Recognition

Recognition by Localization-Classification

Recognition by End-to-End Feature Encoding

Recognition with External Information

Training with additional part annotation

Training with image-level annotation

Higher order feature interaction

Design loss function

Using noisy Web data

Using multimodal data

Training with image-level annotation.

And only consider feature 

interaction in discriminative regions.



Contributions: 

(1) We propose a simple framework to 

mine the posture information in fine-

grained classification images, our 

framework is able to combine easily 

with different backbones to good 

effect. 

(2) We design a novel learning strategy. 

For the posture mining part, the loss 

of the Deep Navigator and the loss 

of message passing communicate 

with each other to make the model 

learn how to mine the posture 

information. For the classification 

part, we use RCE loss function 

which can effectively learn the inter-

class differences of the samples. 

(3) PMRC can be trained end-to-end 

without bounding-box/part 

annotations. We achieve state-of-the-

art on commonly used benchmark.

Method



Message passing:

Deep Navigator loss:

Message passing loss:

CE loss for the score of features:

RCE for the whole graph classification:

Total loss:

Method



The relationship between accuracy and the number of discriminative regions. Under the condition of setting different number of 

discriminative regions, the model recognition effects of introducing message passing network and RCE training are tested respectively

(Supplementary Table 1)

Result: Ablation study



Result: Comparisons with existing approaches 



Discussion: RCE



Discussion: Posture Mining

The first row to the fourth row correspond to 

CUB-200-2011, Stanford Cars, FGVC Aircraft, 

Stanford Dogs. 

Bounding boxes represent the discriminative 

regions of the object, and graph represents the 

posture of the object.

pose information is helpful for fine-grained recognition

Known facts: 

Painted bunting and indigo bunting belong to bunting. The subtle differences between them 

are not only reflected in appearance, but also in behavior. 

Painted bunting likes to feed on seeds on shrubs near the ground, and indigo bunting likes to 

feed on insects on trees.


